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Abstract
Reinforcement learning and symbolic planning
have both been used to build intelligent au-
tonomous agents. Reinforcement learning relies on
learning from interactions with real world, which
often requires an unfeasibly large amount of experi-
ence. Symbolic planning relies on manually crafted
symbolic knowledge, which may not be robust to
domain uncertainties and changes. In this paper we
present a unified framework PEORL that integrates
symbolic planning with hierarchical reinforcement
learning (HRL) to cope with decision-making in a
dynamic environment with uncertainties. Symbolic
plans are used to guide the agent’s task execution
and learning, and the learned experience is fed back
to symbolic knowledge to improve planning. This
method leads to rapid policy search and robust sym-
bolic plans in complex domains. The framework is
tested on benchmark domains of HRL.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) [Sutton and Barto, 1998] and
symbolic planning [Cimatti et al., 2008] have both been used
to build autonomous agents that behave intelligently in the
real world. An RL agent relies on interactions with the envi-
ronment to achieve its optimal behavior, without the need of
prior knowledge. Building upon the model of Markov Deci-
sion Process (MDP), the policy, i.e., a mapping from a state to
an action, can be learned via a number of trial-and-error. With
the recent development of deep learning, such methods can
lead to a highly adaptive and robust agent [Mnih et al., 2015],
but may often rely on an unfeasibly huge amount of experi-
ence. On the other hand, a large body of work on symbolic
task planning of mobile robots exists [Hanheide et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2016; Khandelwal et al., 2017], where a plan-
ning agent carries prior knowledge of the dynamic system,
represented in a formal, logic-based language such as PDDL
[McDermott et al., 1998] or an action language [Gelfond
and Lifschitz, 1998] that relates to logic programming under
answer set semantics (answer set programming) [Lifschitz,
2008]. The agent utilizes a symbolic planner, such as a PDDL
planner FASTDOWNWARD [Helmert, 2006] or an answer set
solver CLINGO [Gebser et al., 2012] to generate a sequence
of actions to achieve its goal. The pre-defined, manually
crafted symbolic representation may not completely capture
all domain details, and domain uncertainties and execution
failures are handled by execution monitoring and re-planning.
A planning agent does not require a large number of trial-
and-error (which is quite expensive for real robots) to behave
reasonably well, but it may not be robust enough to domain
uncertainties, change and some reward structure that is only
available through execution and learning. As planning and
reinforcement learning are important and complementary as-
pects of intelligent behavior, combining the two paradigms to
bring out the best of both worlds is quite attractive. In this
paper, we focus on developing such a framework where an
agent (i) utilizes a symbolic representation to generate plans
that guide reinforcement learning , and (ii) leverages learned
experience to enrich symbolic knowledge and improve plan-
ning.
Topics (i) and (ii) above have been studied separately by
researchers from different communities. (i) has been stud-
ied in a broader sense by the RL community based on the
notion of hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL) [Barto
and Mahadevan, 2003]. The HRL framework has a two-
level structure: the lower level is called the (primitive) action
level, with the primitive actions as defined in the MDP set-
ting, and the higher level is called the task level, or termed
as the option level [Sutton et al., 1999]. An option is a
temporal abstraction of actions specified by a policy and a
termination condition, and guides learning such that at any
state, only the primitive actions specified by the option are
considered. Symbolic plans play similar roles [Ryan, 2002;
Leonetti et al., 2016], but these work does not embrace the hi-
erarchical aspect of options: symbolic actions are 1-1 corre-
sponding to primitive actions in the underlying MDP. Nor do
they dynamically discover new plans and options to improve
learning. For (ii), basic learning models such as relational
decision trees [Jime´nez et al., 2013] or weighted exponen-
tial average [Khandelwal et al., 2014] were used to improve
planning through execution experiences, but they are not as
expressive or general as a general RL framework.
Aiming at building an agent that can unify planning
and RL for robust decision-making, this paper advances
both lines of research by integrating symbolic planning
using action language BC [Lee et al., 2013] with hier-
archical R-learning [Schwartz, 1993; Mahadevan, 1996]
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through a Planning–Execution–Observation–Reinforcement-
Learning (PEORL) framework. R-learning is an important
family of reinforcement learning paradigm that characterizes
finite horizon average reward, and is shown to be particularly
suitable for planning and scheduling tasks. In PEORL, we use
BC to represent commonsense knowledge of actions and con-
straint answer set solver CLINGCON [Banbara et al., 2017]
to generate a symbolic plan, given an initial state and a goal.
The symbolic plan is then mapped to a deterministic sequence
of stochastic options to guide RL. R-learning iterates on two
values: the average-adjusted rewardR and the cumulative av-
erage reward, or termed as the gain reward ρ. WhileR-values
indicate the learned policy, ρ-values can be effectively used
by CLINGCON to generate an improved symbolic plan with
better quality, in terms of the cumulative gain reward. The
improved plan is mapped to new options, which further guide
R-learning to continue, until no better symbolic plan can be
found. The framework is empirically evaluated on two bench-
marks: Taxi domain [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003] and Grid-
world [Leonetti et al., 2016]. In our experiments, when the
algorithm terminates, the optimal symbolic plan is returned.
The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:
• To advance learning capability of agents, to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work using sym-
bolic planning for option discovery in HRL. The PEORL
agent outperforms RL agent and HRL agent by returning
policies of significantly larger cumulative reward.
• To advance planning capability of agents, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work where symbolic
planning leverages R-learning to improve its robustness.
The PEORL agent outperforms planning agent by dis-
covering a new state that leads to extra reward and re-
ducing the number of execution failure.
The paper is organized as follows. After a brief review of
action language BC and HRL in Section 2, we present the
framework formulation in Section 3 and the main algorithm
in Section 4. Experimental evaluation results are shown in
Section 5. Related work is discussed in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
Action Language and Symbolic Planning. An action de-
scription D in the language BC [Lee et al., 2013] includes
two kinds of symbols, fluent constants that represent the prop-
erties of the world, denoted as σF (D), and action constants,
denoted as σA(D). A fluent atom is an expression of the
form f = v, where f is a fluent constant and v is an ele-
ment of its domain. For boolean domain, denote f = t as f
and f = f as∼f . An action description is a finite set of causal
laws that describe how fluent atoms are related with each
other in a single time step, or how their values are changed
from one step to another, possibly by executing actions. For
instance, (A if A1, . . . , Am) is a static law that states at a
time step, if A1, . . . , Am holds then A is true. Another static
law (default f = v) states that by default, the value of f
equals v at any time step. (a causes A0 if A1, . . . , Am) is
a dynamic law, stating that at any time step, if A1, . . . , Am
holds, by executing action a, A0 holds in the next step.
(nonexecutable a if A1, . . . , Am) states that at any step, if
A1, . . . , Am holds, action a is not executable. Finally, the
dynamic law (inertial f) states that by default, the value of
fluent f does not change from one step to another, formaliz-
ing the commonsense law of inertia that addresses the frame
problem.
An action description captures a dynamic transition sys-
tem. A state s is a complete set of fluent atoms, and a
transition is a tuple 〈s1, a, s2〉 where s1, s2 are states and a
is a (possibly empty) set of actions. The semantics of D
is defined by a translation into a set of answer set pro-
grams PNl(D), for an integer l ≥ 0 stating the maximal
steps of transition. It is shown that all answer sets of PN0(D)
correspond to all states in the transition system, and all an-
swer sets of PNl(D) correspond to all transition paths Π of
length l, of the form 〈s1, a1, . . . , al−1, sl〉 (or equivalently,
Π =
⋃l−1
1 〈si, ai, si+1〉) [Lee et al., 2013, Theorems 1, 2].
Let I and G be states. The triple (I,G,D) is called a plan-
ning problem. (I,G,D) has a plan of length l−1 iff there ex-
ists a transition path of length l such that I = s1 and G = sl.
Throughout the paper, we use Π to denote both the plan and
the transition path by following the plan.
Due to the semantic definition above, automated planning
with an action description inBC can be achieved by an answer
set solver, and the output answer sets encode the transition
paths that solve the planning problem.
R-learning for Average Reward. A Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP) is defined as a tuple (S,A, P ass′ , r, γ), where S
and A are the sets of symbols denoting states and actions,
the transition kernel P ass′ specifies the probability of transi-
tion from state s ∈ S to state s′ ∈ S by taking action a ∈ A,
r(s, a) : S × A 7→ R is a reward function bounded by rmax,
and 0 ≤ γ < 1 is a discount factor. A solution to an MDP is a
policy pi : S 7→ A that maps a state to an action. RL concerns
on learning a near-optimal policy by executing actions and
observing the state transitions and rewards, and it can be ap-
plied even when the underlying MDP is not explicitly given,
a.k.a, model-free policy learning.
To evaluate a policy pi, there are two types of performance
measures: the expected discounted sum of reward for infinite
horizon problems and the expected un-discounted sum of re-
ward for finite horizon problems. In this paper we adopt the
latter metric defined as Jpiavg(s) = E[
T∑
t=0
rt|s0 = s]. We de-
fine the gain reward ρpi(s) reaped by policy pi from s as
ρpi(s) = lim
T→∞
Jpiavg(s)
T
= lim
T→∞
1
T
E[
T∑
t=0
rt].
R-learning [Schwartz, 1993; Mahadevan, 1996] is a model-
free value iteration algorithm that can be used to find the op-
timal policy for average reward criteria. At the t-th iteration
(st, at, rt, st+1), update:
Rt+1(st, at)
αt←− rt − ρt(st) + max
a
Rt(st+1, a)
ρt+1(st)
βt←− rt + max
a
Rt(st+1, a)−max
a
Rt(st, a),
where αt, βt are the learning rates, and at+1
α←− b denotes the
update law as at+1 = (1− α)at + αb.
Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning. Compared with
regular RL, hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL)
[Barto and Mahadevan, 2003] specifies on real-time-efficient
decision-making problems over a series of tasks. An MDP
can be considered as a flat decision-making system where the
decision is made at each time step. On the contrary, humans
make decisions by incorporating temporal abstractions. An
option is temporally extended course of action consisting of
three components: a policy pi : S × A 7→ [0, 1], a termina-
tion condition β : S 7→ [0, 1], and an initiation set I ⊆ S.
An option (I, pi, β) is available in state st iff st ∈ I . After
the option is taken, a course of actions is selected according
to pi until the option is terminated stochastically according to
the termination condition β. With the introduction of options,
the decision-making has a hierarchical structure with two lev-
els, where the upper level is the option level (also termed as
task level) and the lower level is the (primitive) action level.
Markovian property exists among different options at the op-
tion level.
3 PEORL Framework
In this section we formally define PEORL framework. A PE-
ORL theory is a tuple (I,G,D,S,A, r, γ,FA). It contains
the elements from a symbolic planning problem, an MDP and
how they are linked with each other:
• I,G,D form a symbolic planning problem, where I is
the initial state, G is a PEORL goal that consists of a
goal state condition and a linear constraint, and D is a
PEORL action description in the language of BC.
• S,A, r, γ form part of an MDP.A is a set of action sym-
bols in MDP space. We use small letters with tilde, such
as a˜ to denote its element, and assume |σA(D)| ≤ |A|. S
is a set of state symbols in MDP space. It contains sim-
ple state symbols of form s which are 1-1 correspondent
to (symbolic) states of T (D). Due to such correspon-
dence, we also use a state of T (D), i.e., a set of fluent
atoms in σF (D) to denote a simple state symbol in S.
Furthermore, S also contains the MDP state symbols,
denoting a state obtained by applying MDP action a˜. r
is a reward function such that r(s, a) : S × A 7→ R.
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a discount factor.
• A symbolic transition–option mapping FA that translates
a symbolic transition path Π ⊆ T (D) into a set of op-
tions.
Some components are further explained as follows.
3.1 Symbolic Planning Problem
A PEORL action description D is written in BC and contains
a specific set of causal laws formulating plan quality accrued
from executing a course of actions:
• For any state of T (D) that contains atoms
{A1, . . . , An}, D contains static laws of the form
s if A1, . . . , An, for simple state s ∈ S. (1)
• Introduce new fluent symbols of the form ρ(s, a) to de-
note the gain reward at state s following action a. D
contains a static law stating by default, the gain reward
is a sufficiently large number, denoted as INF, to pro-
mote exploration when necessary:
default ρ(s, a) = INF, for simple state s ∈ S, a ∈ σA(D).
• Use fluent symbol quality to denote the cumulative gain
reward reward of a plan, termed as plan quality. D con-
tains dynamic laws of the form
a causes quality = C+Z if s, ρ(s, a) = Z, quality = C.
(2)
• D contains a (possibly empty) set P of facts of the form
ρ(s, a) = z.
A PEORL initial state contains a state I . In particular, the
initial plan quality is 0. A PEORL goal G = (A,L) where
A is a goal state, and L is a linear constraint of the form
(quality ≥ n) where n is an integer. The negation of L is
defined in the usual way.
The triple (I, (A,L), D) forms a symbolic planning prob-
lem with linear constraints: the plan is encoded by a transi-
tion path of T (D) that starts from state I and ends in state
A with L satisfied. A plan Π of (I,G,D) is optimal iff∑
〈s,a,t〉∈Π r(s, a) is maximal among all plans. However,
note that reward function r is not a part of the planning prob-
lem because we assume that reward is part of the specific do-
main details not captured as prior knowledge. We later use
PEORL learning algorithm to interact with the environment
and generate optimal plan when the algorithm terminates.
Solving the planning problem follows the method of trans-
lating I , G and D into the input language of CLINGO [Khan-
delwal et al., 2014]. However, in this paper, we use a slightly
different but equivalent translation into the input language of
CLINGCON to handle linear constraints more efficiently1.
3.2 From Symbolic Transitions to Options
We assume that in the transition system T (D), for each tran-
sition 〈s, a, t〉 ∈ T (D), a contains exactly one action sym-
bol, i.e, concurrent execution of actions is not allowed. FA
maps a symbolic transition 〈s, a, t〉 to an option in the sense
of [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003]. FA(〈s, t, a〉) = (pi, β, I)
where pi : S × A 7→ [0, 1], β : S 7→ [0, 1], and I ⊆ S .
In particular, we enforce that option FA(〈s, t, a〉) is available
for transition 〈s, a, t〉 iff s = I and β(t) = 1. This con-
dition guarantees that the right option is chosen to realize the
symbolic transition 〈s, a, t〉 at its starting state, and terminates
when it fulfills the symbolic transition.
We further build one more deterministic layer by mapping
a transition path defined by a symbolic plan to a set of options.
For a transition path Π = 〈s1, a1, . . . , al−1, sl〉,
FA(Π) =
⋃
〈si−1,ai−1,si〉∈Π
FA(〈si−1, ai−1, si〉).
1To use CLINGCON, (2) is translated to
&sum{quality(k− 1); Z} = quality(k) : −
a(k− 1), s(k− 1), R(s, a, Z).
where k stands for time step.
(a) The mapping from a symbolic transition path to options (b) The option mapping for transitions t1, t2, t3
Figure 1: Mappings from symbolic transitions to options
It is easy to see that the execution of a symbolic plan is de-
terministically realized by executing their corresponding op-
tions sequentially. Such hierarchical mapping is illustrated in
Figure 1a.
3.3 Example: Grid World
We use the Grid World adapted from [Leonetti et al., 2016]
as an example. In a 20 × 20 grid, there is an agent that
needs to navigate to (9,10), which can only be entered through
(9,9). At (9,9) there is a door that the agent needs to ac-
tivate first, and then push to enter. The action description
consists of causal laws formulating effects of move(E) where
E ∈ {e, s, w, n}, push and activate, for instance,
move(e) causes pos(X,Y + 1) if pos(X,Y )
nonexecutable move(e) if pos(X, 20)
nonexecutable move(e) if pos(9, 9),∼dooropen
activate causes dooractive if pos(9, 9),∼dooractive
push causes dooropen if pos(9, 10), dooractive.
Declare the following fluents are inertial:
inertial pos inertial dooropen inertial dooractive.
The following causal laws are instantiation of (1) and (2).
They formulate the effects on plan quality by executing move
for a particular state, and similar causal laws can be defined
for activate and push:
s(X,Y ) if pos(X,Y ),∼dooractive,∼dooropen
move(E) causes quality = C + Z if
s(X,Y ), ρ(s(X,Y ),move(E)) = Z, quality = C.
Assuming initially the agent is located at (9, 8) with door
closed and inactive, the action description D, initial state
I = {pos(9, 8),∼ dooractive,∼ dooropen} and goal state
G = {pos(9, 10), dooractive, dooropen} are translated into
the input language of CLINGCON and a plan is
t1 : 〈{pos(9, 8),∼dooractive,∼dooropen},move(e),
{pos(9, 9),∼dooractive,∼dooropen}〉
t2 : 〈{pos(9, 9),∼dooractive,∼dooropen}, activate,
{pos(9, 9), dooractive,∼dooropen}〉
t3 : 〈{pos(9, 9), dooractive,∼dooropen}, push,
{pos(9, 9), dooractive, dooropen}〉
t4 : 〈{pos(9, 9), dooractive, dooropen},move(e),
{pos(9, 10), dooractive, dooropen}〉.
(3)
Now we map symbolic transitions t1, t2, t3 to options. As op-
tions talk about the realization of symbolic actions in terms of
MDP actions, we assume that each symbolic action move(E)
for a direction E is executed in the same way in MDP, de-
noted as m˜ove(E). Symbolic action push can be executed in
a variety of ways: the agent needs to use proper force to push
the door such that the door can be opened without any dam-
age. Therefore, push is executed in finite number of options,
denoted as p˜ush(F ) where F ∈ {fmin, . . . , fmax}. Execut-
ing symbolic action activate as an option involves two steps:
first, the agent needs to grab the doorknob using proper force,
denoted by g˜rab(F ), where F ∈ {fmin, . . . , fmax}. Sec-
ond, after the door knob is successfully grabbed, it can be
turned either clockwise or counter-clockwise, and turning it
clockwise can activate the door. This action is denoted as
r˜otate(E) forE ∈ {closewise, counter-clockwise}. The map-
ping from t1, t2, t3 to options is demonstrated as Figure 1b.
4 PEORL Learning
Given any transition 〈si−1, ai−1, si〉 in a plan Π, hierarchical
R-learning involves the updates ofR and ρ in two steps. Since
every symbolic transition is 1-1 correspondence to its option
FA(〈si−1, ai−1, si〉), we also use ai−1 to denote the option.
Before an option terminates, execute actions following the
option, and for any transition 〈x, a˜, y〉 where a˜ ∈ A, update
Rt+1(x, a˜)
α←− r(x, a˜)− ρa˜t (x) + maxa˜Rt(y, a˜)
ρa˜t+1(x)
β←− r(x, a˜) + maxa˜Rt(y, a˜)−maxa˜Rt(x, a˜).
(4)
When option terminates, update
Rt+1(si−1, ai−1)
α←− r(si−1, ai−1)− ρai−1t (si−1)
+ maxaR(si, a)
ρ
ai−1
t+1 (si−1)
β←− r(si−1, ai−1)
+ maxaRt(si, a)−maxaRt(si−1, a),
(5)
where α and β are learning rates for R and ρ, r denotes the
cumulative reward accrued by executing option mapped from
symbolic action ai−1. Given a plan Π, the quality of Π is
defined by summing up all gain rewards for the transitions in
Π:
qualityt(Π) =
∑
〈si−1,ai−1,si〉∈Π
ρ
ai−1
t (si−1). (6)
Given a PEORL theory (I,G,D,FA), its learning algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 PEORL Learning Loop
Require: (I,G,D,FA) where G = (A, ∅), and an exploration
probability 
1: P0 ⇐ ∅, Π⇐ ∅
2: while True do
3: Πo ⇐ Π
4: take  probability to solve planning problem and obtain a plan
Π⇐ CLINGCON.solve(I,G,D ∪ Pt)
5: if Π = ∅ then
6: return Πo
7: end if
8: for 〈si−1, ai−1, si〉 ∈ Π do
9: use option FA(〈si−1, ai−1, si〉) to update R and ρ by (4)
until the option terminates
10: update R and ρ using (5).
11: end for
12: calculate quality of Π by (6).
13: update planning goal G⇐ (A, quality > qualityt(Π)).
14: update facts Pt ⇐ {ρ(si−1, ai−1) = z : 〈si−1, ai−1, si〉 ∈
Π, ρ
ai−1
t (si−1) = z}
15: end while
While previous results show that R-learning converges,
most properties of option-based hierarchical R-learning re-
main unknown and therefore it remains an open question
that option-based hierarchical R-learning converges to opti-
mal over a finite number of options. For this reason, we leave
the theoretical study of Algorithm 1 for our future work, but
will empirically show its effectiveness on two benchmark do-
mains in next section.
5 Experiment
5.1 Taxi Domain
We first use Taxi domain [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003] which
is a benchmark domain for studying HRL. Scenario 1 is based
on Taxi-v1 in OpenAI Gym (https://gym.openai.
com/envs/Taxi-v1/). A Taxi starts at any location in a
5×5 grid map (Figure 3a), navigates to a passenger, picks up
the passenger, navigates to the destination and drops off the
passenger, with randomly chosen locations for passenger and
destination from marked grids. Every movement has a reward
-1. Successful drop-off receives reward 20. Improper pick-up
or drop-off receive reward -10. All actions are determinis-
tic and always successful. In our experiment, we randomly
set 10 initial configurations and compare the cumulative re-
wards received by a standard Q-learning RL-agent, a HRL-
agent based on hierarchical Q-learning using the manually
crafted options specified in [Barto and Mahadevan, 2003], a
standard planning agent (P-agent) using CLINGO to gener-
ate plans and execute, and a PEORL-agent. For all learning
rates α is annealed from 1 to 0.01, and for PEORL agent,
β = 0.5. The result (Figure 2c) shows the cumulative re-
ward of PEORL agent significantly surpasses the RL-agent
and is also superior to HRL-agent. Guided by its symbolic
plan, PEORL agent has a clear motivation to achieve its goal.
For this reason, it never commits actions that violate its com-
monsense knowledge, such as an improper pick-up or drop-
off, or run into the walls. For this reason, the penalty of -10
never occurs to PEORL agent, so the variance of the cumu-
lative reward is a lot smaller than RL-agent and HRL-agent.
PEORL-agent starts with the shortest plans but gradually ex-
plores longer ones. After around 1000 episodes, symbolic
plans of PEORL-agent converge back to the shortest, indicat-
ing that the shortest plans are the overall optimal ones. P-
agent also benefits from symbolic plans by not committing
improper actions. Furthermore, since ASP-based symbolic
planning is usually used to generate shortest plan, P-agent
has the steadily largest cumulative reward which happens to
be optimal. This result suggests that ASP-based planning can
perform very well in deterministic domains where shortest
plans are the most desirable.
In Scenario 2, inspired by [Kulkarni et al., 2016, Section
4.1], we require that if the taxi arrives at the goal with (4,4)
visited, it gets reward 30. The only information present in
symbolic knowledge is when (4,4) is visited, the fluent re-
wardvisited is set to be true, so that the state representation
in RL maps correctly to symbolic space. Again, PEORL-
agent outperforms all others (Figure 2d). It starts by trying
the shortest plan but during exploration of longer alternatives,
it discovers the extra reward, and finally converge to the op-
timal. Figure 2b showed one solution in this scenario. By
comparison, since visiting (4,4) is not a necessary condition
to drop off the passenger, throughout 10 randomly generated
configurations, P-agent never visits that state, behaving the
same way with Scenario 1 by sticking to its shortest plan.
HRL-agent and RL-agent fail to figure out the extra reward
either. This scenario shows that PEORL-agent can discover
state with extra reward, and its symbolic plans have leveraged
the learned information from RL and become more robust and
adaptive to the change of domain details.
5.2 Grid World
The Grid World domain is shown in Figure 3a. Adding to the
description in Section 3.3, we further assume there are both
horizontal and vertical bumpers where the agent receives a
penalty of -30 (grids marked as red), and -15 for grids marked
with yellow, and -1 for all other grids. Actions grab and push
have an integer parameter F , ranging from 0 to 60, and only
if 20 ≤ F < 40 can the execution be successful. Every ex-
ecution failure causes a -10 penalty. The initial state is cho-
sen from the marked grids in the first column, and goal state
is (9,10). We use this example to show that aided by RL,
symbolic plans can be learned to avoid bumpers, and can be
reliably executed.
We set up RL-agent using Q-learning, PEORL-agent and
P-agent. Bumper information is not captured by symbolic
knowledge since we assume these are domain details that
need to be learned. Learning rates are chosen as the same
with Taxi domain. The learning curve is shown in Figure 3d
across 1000 episodes. Similar to the Taxi domain, PEORL-
agent has smaller variance in its cumulative rewards (zoomed
in by Figure 3d), and achieves the optimal behavior: it avoids
the bumper at its best, and reliably activates and pushes the
door (e.g., Figure 3b), surpassing RL-agent. For P-agent, the
shortest plans, in this case, are not ideal plans. Since P-agent
has no learning capability and only relies on its symbolic
knowledge, it performs the worst.
(a) Taxi domain (b) A solution
(c) Learning curves on Taxi domain (d) Learning curves with the extra reward
Figure 2: Taxi domain
(a) Grid World (b) A solution
(c) Execution failure of PEORL and Planning (d) Learning curves on Gridworld domain
Figure 3: Grid World
Figure 3c shows that facing domain uncertainty, the robust-
ness of symbolic plan of PEORL agents is improved using
RL, indicated by the reduced number of execution failure.
As options mapped from activate and push lead to smaller
RL problems, the underlying R-learning quickly learned the
right way to execute the options such that the need to replan is
significantly reduced. By contrast, relying on replanning, P-
agent can recover from failure and eventually achieve its goal,
but it cannot improve its execution reliability from learning,
leading to poor plan robustness with a relatively large number
of execution failures.
6 Related Work
Integrating symbolic planning and RL has been an active re-
search topic recently. Pre-complied symbolic plans or paths
from a finite-state machine play similar roles as options [Parr
and Russell, 1998; Ryan, 2002; Leonetti et al., 2012]. Re-
cent work also uses ASP to generate longer symbolic plans
[Leonetti et al., 2016]. In these approaches, symbolic plan-
ning is used to help RL through a one-shot plan generation
and compilation. By contrast, in our work, planning is inter-
leaved with and constantly updated by RL, and therefore new
options can be explored and more meaningful ones will be
selected leveraging learning. Our work is also related to auto-
matic option discovery. Various methods have been used, in-
cluding clustering [Mannor et al., 2004] and Laplacian Eigen-
map [Machado et al., 2017]. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work using symbolic planning for automatic
option discovery. Our work is also motivated by improving
symbolic planning through learning. Different learning mod-
els have been adopted in earlier work such as relational deci-
sion tree [Jime´nez et al., 2013] or weighted exponential aver-
age [Khandelwal et al., 2014]. RL is also used to improve
task decomposition in HTN planning [Hogg et al., 2010].
Finally, integrating planning with probabilistic planning on
POMDP was investigated [Zhang et al., 2017].
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed the PEORL framework, where
symbolic planning and HRL simultaneously improve each
other, leading to rapid policy search and robust symbolic
planning. Future work involves formal study on hierarchical
R-learning, using PEORL framework to solve more compli-
cated domains, and integrating symbolic planning with deep
RL for interpretable end-to-end solutions.
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